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I

f as I have argued elsewhere (Hughes 2010), the
historiography of early film in India has been stunted by the story
of its original moment in 1896, then it is our understanding of what
happened over the next decade at the beginning of the 20th century
that has suffered most. The general historiographical privileging
of a chronology of film firsts has significantly helped to obscure
attention on what can be considered to be the lost decade for film
history in India. I say ‘lost’ because the first decade of the 20th
century has largely fallen through the cracks of film history
somewhere in the large gap between the first film exhibitions of
1896 and the emergence of Phalke as the ‘father of Indian cinema’
in the teens. For the years in between all we have to go on are a
few scattered details about some Indian pioneers, vague
reminiscences and over generalizations that are all largely
unsupported by archival research.
Given the recent explosion of scholarly work on cinema in India,
it is all the more glaring that the historiography of early cinema is
so underdeveloped. Elsewhere early film history has attracted a
great deal of extremely meticulous research- especially during the
last 30 years or so. For example, John Barnes (1996, 1996a, 1996b,
1997, 1998) published five intensely researched volumes on the
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beginnings of cinema in England between 1894 and 1901. Another
example is the even more impressive work of Charles Musser (1990,
1991, 1995, 1996, 1997) who has documented early film history in
the US with excruciating detail. Admittedly, this represents the
life’s work of extremely committed and exceptional individuals and
can hardly be considered as typical. However, more than the work
of a few highly specialized scholars, there is now a small army of
scholars out there doing archival research on early cinema in Europe
and the United States. In contrast, the early history of cinema in
India has not really gone much beyond the pioneering work of
Erik Barnouw and S. Krishnaswamy (1980 [1963]) and Firoze
Rangoonwalla (1975). And despite the fact that there have been
some notable recent innovative archival efforts on this early history
by people like Kaushik Bhaumik (2001) and Sudhir Mahadevan
(2010), the first decade of the 20 th century remains largely
uncharted territory for Indian film historians.
The most repeatedly cited difficulty about researching early film
history in India is a lack of sources. Even though this problem has
become a constant refrain for film scholars of India, I feel that it
has been greatly over-rated. It has become too easy for scholars to
use the lack of sources as an alibi for justifying the lack of
scholarship on this earliest period of film history in India and for
avoiding the slow, patient toil of archival research. More than
anything else this widely shared and largely unquestioned
complaint about a lack of sources betrays a fundamental collective
lack of historical imagination on the part of films studies in India.
This is not to say that there are not large holes in the historical
documentation of cinema in India (eg. there are no business records,
there is very little film journalism during the silent period, etc.).
However, I feel that the main problem that faces film historians
now is not that there are too few, but that there are too many
sources on film history in India that have not been fully considered
or consulted. The only way to address this problem is by
encouraging a more determined commitment to archival research
using creative approaches to what counts as a source and a greater
willingness to critically rework the corpus of ready-made historical
narratives about early film history in India.1 In this essay I will
contribute in this direction by trying to broaden our evidentiary
base and suggest some alternative approaches to the early history
of cinema in India.
Using newspapers as my primary source materials on early film
history I will focus this article specifically on Madras during 1902
at which point film shows that were still infrequent visitors to the
city. The purpose of this restricted examination is to highlight how
the daily flow of press reports can yield a density of detailed
information about early film. I contend that this kind of approach,
no matter how simple and straightforwardly empirical it may seem,
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is a necessary starting point for opening up this lost decade of early
film in India for a more critical interrogation. The slow patient
work of reading newspapers over the course of a year is
theoretically enabling in that it provides the ground upon which
we can begin to question what was unique about this early period
and how it relates to the subsequent history of film in India. For
this essay I limit myself to the year 1902 as distinctive early moment
in the cultivation of film-going in Madras. That is, I will ask questions
of these newspaper sources about where, when, who and why
people went to see film shows as well as how exhibitors helped to
shape the experience of film-going. But before getting to 1902, I
will first briefly outline what how film shows circulated at the turn
of the century in India.
The exhibition of films to audiences in Madras during the first
decade of the 20th century in many ways followed the basic pattern
that had been established at the end of the previous century.
Madras continued to be the most important stopover in south India
for the early touring cinema shows who also visited, to a lesser
extent, all major cities, hill stations and cantonments in the south
as part of a circuit that extended through British India and beyond.
Itinerant showmen visited the city sporadically for short
engagements ranging from one night to a week. These companies
were independent, small-scale concerns with low overhead,
designed to make a quick profit with a few shows and then move
on. The standard practice was for the traveling cinema companies
to bring along a limited stock of short films, which they owned
outright (the system of film rental through distribution offices and
local dealers only developed later during the 1910s). When exhibitors
exhausted their film repertoire or their audiences dwindled, they
left for a new city.
As was the case with the first moving picture screenings in
Madras, there were two main types of shows during the first
decade- those dedicated exclusively to projecting films and those
that combined films as one part of a live variety performance. In
either case the basic film format was limited by the relatively short
length of the reels that were available at the time in the world
market. This meant film shows consisted of a discontinuous
succession of diverse, short films, which addressed Madras
audiences through a wide variety of appeals based on what Tom
Gunning (1990) has famously identified as the ‘cinema of
attractions’. Gunning has used this term as a descriptive framework
for understanding how early film used variety of devices to engage
the senses of their audiences. This was a mode of exhibition that
dominated early cinema until the 1910s when mutli-reel narrative
feature films emerged as the privileged narrative form of classical
Hollywood cinema. Compared to the later narrative cinema, which
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called upon its spectators’ sustained attention and absorption into
a self-contained diegetic world constructed by the film, the cinema
of attractions constructed a different set of relationships to its
viewers based on astonishment, stimulation, distraction, diversion,
shocks and spectacular visual effects. The cinema of attractions
implied a certain lack of continuity, due to the relative
independence of the separate attractions comprising any given film
show.2 Moreover this mode of exhibition practice featuring a series
of brief films composed of widely different genres conformed to
what was the dominant variety format for turn of the century
theatrical entertainment (Grieveson and Kramer 2004: 32).
This early period was also marked by the relatively prominent
role played by exhibitors in shaping the experience of film audiences
in India. Charles Musser has compellingly argued for this position
in his work on early film history in the US (1990: 193-293). Musser
has shown how during the period before narrative feature films
dominated film programming, the basic unit of exhibition practice
was not an individual film (even though some were promoted over
others), but the overall program. Exhibitors were primarily
responsible creating their own unique film programs by selecting
and combining different arrangements to create thematic
consistency or shocking juxtapositions. Thus, exhibitors played a
creative role in determining how a film program was assembled
and presented to its audiences. They had many tricks at their
disposal, such as varying projector speeds, running a film
backwards and cutting and splicing to create their own film effects.
Exhibitors also used numerous extra-filmic tactics such music,
sound effects and narration. Especially in an era when travelling
showmen brought their own film prints on the road and combined
them in individualized show, a great deal depended upon the skill
of exhibitors to bring films to life for their audiences.
The obligatory itinerancy meant that while in Madras touring
companies most commonly found temporary accommodation in
rented halls, set up in tents pitched on open ground or occasionally
did both. Careful attention to these temporary venues for touring
cinema companies offer important clues about who was going to
see film shows and how they might have experienced them. The
range of different temporary venues helped to distinctively mark
early film shows in 1902 as a more heterogeneous experience
embedded within a greater variety of institutional settings and
performative practices than what would later emerge as a more
standardized and permanent, purpose built cinema theatre
experience. In the following sections I will summarize the range of
film shows that were staged over the course of the year according
to their venue.
Victoria Public Hall
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The silent films of Europe and North America not only
incorporated the representational strategies, subject matter and vast
repertoire of the Victorian stage, music hall, vaudeville and magic
lantern shows, but also circulated in the same mostly lowbrow
entertainment venues and contexts.3 While there was much that
film exhibitors in Madras relied upon and shared with the emerging
world trade in cinema, they still had adapt their shows to work
within local market conditions inflected through the colonial
sociology of Madras. A key difference in the positioning of cinema
in Madras, compared to Europe and the United States, was that
early film exhibitors pitched their entertainment at the colonial
urban elite. The introduction of cinema as a public leisure activity
into Madras was aligned with the axis of colonial power, marked
by its European orientation, spatial segregations and a social
hierarchy, which would have excluded disproportionately large
sections of the urban population (Hughes 2010).
In keeping with this orientation the Victoria Public Hall Image.
[courtesy of D. K. Krishnan, Vintage Vignettes] was the most
prestigious and high class venue for the ambulant film companies
in 1902 and remained so throughout the first decade of the century.
This auditorium space was available for hire and provided the first
fixed point of reference for itinerant films shows within the cultural
geography of Madras. Even though
touring film shows only visited the
city on an irregular basis over this
early period, the majority of them
staged their first performances at this
venue. The Victoria Public Hall
always hosted a wide variety of events
and was never exclusively used for
film shows, but it nevertheless served
as the privileged site mostly closely
associated with the early years of
cinema. It was the most respectable,
Victoria Public Hall
comfortable and well-appointed
theatre in the city at this time, which served as the unofficial town
hall for Madras. In keeping with its origins as a public monument
marking the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria’s reign and imposing
architectural presence, the building represented place of power in
the cultural geography of colonial Madras. It was the one place
where powerful patrons could preside over and confer their
approval upon the still fledgling business of selling the experience
of motion pictures.
The Cinematograph Exhibition Company held four shows over
10-11 January 1902 at the Victoria Public Hall. They opened their
visit under the kind patronage and immediate presence of the Hon.
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Col. Sir George Moore Kt C.I.E., who having been appointed in
1886 as the President of the Madras Municipal Commission and
was at the time in his last year service. Moore had been largely
responsible for the building of a grand
new market located immediately next
door to the Victoria Public Hall and
the Central Railway Station.
[Postcard, Higginbotham & Co.,
Madras, no.4. Author’s personal
collection] Having been only recently
opened in 1900 as his namesake,
Moore Market was at the time serving
as the main shopping center for the
elite and middle classes.
An
autobiographical account about these Moore Market with Victoria Public Hall
early years described the scene: background
“…one could see in the Moore Market
the Europeans, Indian Ladies and
Gentlemen of high position and
status going about and making
purchase of vegetables etc.” (Nayudu
1977:7). [Postcard, Author’s personal
Collection]. Thus Moore’s official
patronage of the film show helped to
mark the entertainment as an
important social happening for the
elite of Madras and was as such welladvertised in advance of the show.
With two shows daily at 6 pm and 9 Street scene in front of Moore Market
pm the Cinematograph Exhibition Company advertised “a grand
cinematographic programme”:
Part I consisted of the Life of Christ showing the birth,
miracles, arrest, trial, sufferings, crucifixion, burial,
resurrection and ascension. Part II consisted of the
assassination of Pres. McKinley, the electrocution of
Czolgosz his assassin, their Majesties King Edward VII and
Queen Alexandra at Chelsea Hospital, the landing of
President Kruger [of Transval] at Paris, an airship which
was blown from the Eiffel Tower, card party in the garden,
a farce of students in a school, a farce in a haircutting
saloon, basket trick players, magic scene in a drawing room,
street scene, juggler or juggling a table (Madras Mail, 10
January 1902:1).
This list of varied film attractions is worth noting insofar it was
advertised in greater detail than was usually the case and as it
serves as representative sample of a typical show’s varied program.
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in the

The evening’s entertainment started on a serious note with a
Christian theme and then moved through topical news items from
Europe and America before ending with a series of lighthearted
comic variety turns.
Later that month Cinematograph Exhibition Company returned
to the Victoria Public Hall again, this time for three nights between
23rd and 25th. They advertised another ‘Grand entertainment of
cinematograph’ with a complete change of program. This time
the first half of their program solely consisted of one unusually
long feature, Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp based on a London
‘Drury Lane Pantomime’ stage production, which they claimed
was being screened for the first time in India.4 The second half of
the show included a series of topical films thematically based on
the Boxer Rebellion or what they billed as ‘The China War’. These
films on China were typical of a wave films hurriedly produced to
advantage of an upsurge of anti-Chinese sentiment that had been
whipped up by the widespread newspaper coverage of the Boxer
Rebellion during 1900. Many of the films were re-enactments of
press reports by actors (Barnes 1997: 99-110; Musser 1990: 287). In
Madras newspaper advertisements described the film programme
as including “the engagement under the walls of Pekin after the
bombardment of Tientsin and the martyrdom of a missionary at
Pao Ting Foo, an execution at Pekin and the departure of a gunboat with troops for the war”. Further “another local newspaper
review reported that ‘the China war films were very realistic in
showing the horrors of war. The Martyrdom of a Missionary and
An execution at Peking portrayed the savagery and fiendish barbarity
of the heathen Chinese. The pictures are interesting and instructive
and are well worth witnessing’ (Madras Mail, 25 January 1902: 7).
And for the finale of the evening’s film show the exhibitors repeated,
on popular demand, a film of ‘the Great Fire of London and the
Funeral Procession of her Late Most Gracious Majesty Queen
Victoria” (23 January 1902: 1).
I have described these two film programs in some detail in order
to emphasize how early film exhibitions in Madras continually
foregrounded films about places far removed from the local context.
On one hand this can be read as a case of exhibitors making a
virtue out of the fact these were the kind of film prints then available
in the world market. But as a specific kind of attraction for
audiences in Madras topical or actuality films about world events
or distant lands would have invited them to transcend their own
local situatedness and imagine themselves as part of a larger, shared
world beyond British India. Film exhibition offered Madras
audiences the chance to experience the collapsing distance by
making images of faraway places immediately present and creating
the illusion of being able to travel great distances without leaving
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one’s seat (Gunning 2006; Jancovich and Faire 2003: 59). This would
have been an especially important attraction in the context of
Madras, where its inhabitants were all too aware of their status of
being on the margins of the Empire. Amongst all other projections
of distant places early film exhibitors in Madras privileged films
depicting the events, rituals, and personalities of the British Empire.
From the spate of Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee films during 1897 to
her death and the succession of Edward, the spectacle of British
Royalty took pride of place in nearly every film show in Madras
during this early period. The screening of these kinds of films
appears to have been an obligatory feature, which expressed
patriotic loyalty and offered Madras audiences at the periphery of
the Empire repeated chances to take part in, show their loyalty
and feel closely involved with the events and rituals at the
metropolitan center. During this period these kinds of films always
received an extremely positive reception in Madras, where a
confrontational nationalist political movement did not emerge until
the late 1910s.
The ticket prices for both sets of shows were
on the low side from what was usual during this
period. And the second of these two engagements
at the Victoria Public Hall were reduced from the
first screenings. The first set of shows offered
admission rates for four different seating classes
at Rs. 2, 1-8, Re.1 and As. 8 (Madras Mail, 10
January 1902: 1), while the second set slightly
lower to Rs. 1-8, 1, As 12 and As. 8. (Madras
Mail, 24 January 1902: 1). The more expensive
price range for the first set of shows might have
reflected a hopeful expectation on the part of the
exhibitors that a relatively more elite audience
would want to join the VIP guest Sir George
Moore. The price reduction for the second shows
may well reflect that ticket sales were not what
they hoped the first time around and their belief
that higher prices have kept potential audiences
away. Whatever the case may be the lowering
of the ticket prices was an obvious tactic to
encourage better attendance.
Probably the biggest film event of 1902 took
place in November, when the Original American
Biograph Company arranged a six day
engagement at the Victoria Public Hall. They
arrived with a flurry of extensive advertising and
advance billing about the grand success of their
tour through India, the highpoint of which were
the special command performances before ‘His Madras Mail, November 7, 1920
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Excellency the Viceroy’, George Curzon at both Calcutta and Simla.
The other main selling point of this touring company was its unique
and high quality electric projection equipment, which they claimed
was:
…The most wonderful machine of its kind in the World,
presenting clear and distinct life size living pictures. Special
Notice: This is the only Biograph ever exhibited in India
and must not be confused with the Cinematograph, Bioscope
and other inferior machines. It is the same machine that
has been exhibiting at the Palace Theatre, London for five
consecutive years and is still running there (Madras Mail, 7
Nov 1902: 1).
This was a chance for Madras to share in the same experience
of what had been a longstanding London phenomenon, the
Biograph, which was undoubtedly the patented machine of the
American Mutoscope & Biograph Company. This company
developed the Biograph projector using the much larger format
70mm film stock as an alternative to the more standard 35mm
that had been used by Edison and Lumiere. The resulting image
on screen was substantially sharper than any of the other film
projections that came through Madras. In keeping with this selfconfident belief in the superiority of their set up over ‘other inferior
machines’ the American Biograph Company went out of their way
to make a big show out of their technological advantage while in
Madras.
For the local newspaper reviewers these shows were clearly
offered audiences more than that of an ordinary cinematograph
or bioscope. The Madras Mail review described the technological
arrangements for the shows in unusually elaborate detail:
The Biograph under the charge of a skilled electrician is
placed at the entrance to the hall and the Hall is illuminated,
while the exhibition is not actually in progress, by a single
electric light of extraordinary brilliancy and effectiveness…
We may mention that the power used for the Biograph is
generated from an engine and dynamo, which are placed
on a huge motorcar, not unlike a lorry. This is in the
compound of the Hall and can be seen at the leisure by the
curious. Mr. Percy Notcutt, the obliging Manager is ready
to give full information as to ‘how it is done’ to those who
seek for information (Madras Mail, 13 November 1902).
This review clearly stresses the prominent display of the new
technology as an important part of the entertainment. From the
prominent display of the projector, the brilliance of the electric
illumination, the enormity of the mobile generator to the willingness
of the manger to explain machines to the curious, these exhibitors
had worked out how to use technology as a conspicuous part of
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their exhibition strategy.
The American Mutoscope & Biograph Company made a
reputation for specializing in the production of short (around two
minutes) actuality films, which was a genre that we would now
recognize as the documentary about actual people, places and
events. For the Madras shows they screened ‘50 living pictures,
clear, distinct, life size’ (Madras Mail, 12 Nov. 1902). They
advertised their film offerings as follows:
All the Latest Pictures including the Coronation Procession
of King Edward VII. (Going to and returning from
Westminster Abbey., The Coronation Review of Indian
Troops, The Coronation Review of Colonial Troops, The
Coronation Naval Review also a large number of
miscellaneous pictures. Laughable, sensational, historical,
dramatic including the State Coronation Bull Fight at Madrid
(Madras Mail, 7 Nov 1902).
The Coronation had only relatively recently been held in London
on 9 August 1902 and these were the first films of the event to be
screened in Madras. And with the larger format film and the
electric projection motor and illumination local reviewers wrote
about their viewing experience as if the films had allowed them to
be able to relive the reality of the original events in London“Realism is the keynote of the photographs of actual persons, places
and scenes. For instance, the great Coronation pictures are instilled
with life and the portraits of Their Majesties and King and Queen
are so faithful that the ‘Presence’ is almost felt” (Madras Mail, 13
November 1902). This royal ‘presence’ was so palpable that the
attendance of ‘their Excellences’ Lord and Lady Ampthill, then
Governor of Madras Presidency, like the Viceroy before them would
have seemed like an official duty of state. The first night show was
performed under the immediate patronage and presence of the
Governor who was there to officially welcome the newly crowned
king on his first outing to Madras. And there was no place better
to do so in Madras than the Victoria Public Hall, which in the local
context stood out as the most important monument celebrating
the British monarchy.
While the Coronation series films were certainly a main highlight,
there were other notable films included in these shows. In
particular, they showed one of the most famous of the early
Biograph films depicting the films of His Holiness Pope Leo XIII at
the Vatican. Biograph had been the first film company allowed to
film the Pope and their films had become immediately famous
worldwide. The screening of these films for the first time in Madras
would have certainly have been of great importance to local
Catholics, the vast majority of whom would never have had a
chance to see the Pope any other way. A newspaper described the
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scene, when the Pope was shown “giving the Apostolic blessing
and caused great excitement among the audience” (Madras Mail,
24 Nov. 1902.) In addition to these films of world historical import,
they also included a range of other genres in order to create an
overall balanced show. “Besides the historical pictures which have
made the American Biograph so famous and so popular, there are
many thrilling and humorous incidents depicted, which all tend
to brighten up the show” (Madras Mail, 13 November 1902).
The other exceptional aspect of the show was the manner of its
presentation. One of the problems with early films shows in general
was the inability for audiences to immediately comprehend the
great variety of different pictures flashing before them. The films
were only a few minutes in duration and if one was unfamiliar
with the film topic or the picture quality was poor, it was often
difficult to grasp what was being depicted. And especially since
at this early stage film producers had not started using inter-titles
to explain what was happening on screen, exhibitors would often
produce detailed program notes to help their audiences follow the
show. In this regard, Biograph had anticipated this problem and
had produced an elaborate précis which preceded the screening
of each film. This distinct aspect of the show was welcomed by the
Madras reviewers: “No programmes were needed for the subject
of each picture with apposite comments was displayed in artistic
lettering, frequently exquisitely coloured on the huge screen before
it was presented” (Madras Mail, 13 November 1902). Undoubtedly
these explanatory comments were presented in English, but given
the elite and largely European audiences in attendance at these
shows, there would not have been too many linguistically excluded
from following them. More than supplying better information the
Biograph shows were also run more efficiently than other shows
that had visited Madras. As the newspaper reported:
Regarding the exhibition itself, it is matter for wonder how
the long and varied programme is run off so smoothly.
Picture follows picture in endless variety and contrast and
always prefaced by an illuminated description, without an
unnecessary delay, and the number exhibited is on the
generous scale. (Madras Mail, 13 November 1902).
And to round off the exhibition there was the live music
accompanying the films. The music was performed by an orchestra
run by an Indian musician, John Dorasami, who specialized in
western style music and played violin and piano. In the words of
the Mail’s reviewer: “To add to the pleasure of the entertainment,
Mr. Dorasami’s orchestra played throughout the evening and cornet
solos by Mr. Nailer were a conspicuous feature of a most pleasing
performance” (Madras Mail, 13 November 1902). On this account
music was an important part of the overall performance, which
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was necessary for making the show a pleasurable experience for
the audience.
We can be reasonably certain with the price range of admission
at Rs. 3, 2 and 1, that only the well to do would have been in
attendance. Certainly for the opening show with the Governor and
his wife in attendance the highest social circles would have formed
a majority of the audience. Yet, the Madras Mail review claimed
that the spectators were not as numerous as might have been
anticipated for the opening night of ‘a short season of this
wonderful invention’ (Madras Mail, 13 Nov 1902). Perhaps, the
Governor and his entourage kept others away? In any case the
exhibitors advertised the usual concessions with children admitted
at half price to Matinees (held on Saturday, Monday and Tuesday
at 5pm) and soldiers and volunteers in uniform for half price
(Madras Mail, 7 Nov 1902). The newspaper reviewer specially
recommended that it was children who would most appreciate
the show: “The exhibition is one that appeals to young and old
alike, and we think the Management is very well advised in
providing Matinees for the benefit of young people, who above all
things love a Magic Lantern” (Madras Mail, 13 November 1902).
We may never find more information about whom and how those
in Madras responded to these shows other than what can be
gleaned from the Madras Mail. Perhaps, the best indication of the
relative success of these shows was that the run went well enough
be extended for an extra four days (Madras Mail, 20 Nov. 1902).
The Christian college circuit
Commercial entertainment circuits provided the most important
local foothold for early itinerant cinemas, but they were not the
only institutional setting to host motion picture shows in 1902. Early
exhibitors also made use of Christian educational institutions and
lecture circuits that already had longstanding associations with
touring missionaries and magic lantern lectures. In this regard
Doveton College in Vepery was the most important, regular and
longstanding Christian educational venue for early film shows in
Madras. The shows at this venue are evidence of how some early
exhibitors positioned their entertainment as an educational,
ethically motivated, socially responsible practice, which would be
worthy of both religious endorsement and patronage from the
church going public of Madras as well the larger Chistian college
community.
Though formally established in 1855 as school for Anglo-Indian
boys, Doveton College (along with its partner for girls) had
incorporated through various mergers and name changes the first
Anglo-Indian school in Vepery dating back to 1784. By the turn of
the 20th century Doveton College had become one of the leading
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Anglo-Indian educational institutions in the city. From a
surprisingly early date at the end of the 19th century the school
took an active interest in hosting film shows for its community. As
a charitable institution we can reasonably assume that the College
was not so much interested in the possibility of commercial gain
(though there might well have been) as they were in providing a
fun extra-curricular and innovative educational experience for their
students and their families. At the beginning of March in 1898 the
Royal Cinematograph Company performed three shows at the
Doveton College over three nights. This was the first film show to
visit Madras since Ada Delroy Company in December 1897
(Hughes 2010:162-64) and was the first to have made use the
Christian educational circuit. The shows were advertised as a
‘grand exhibition’ of ‘animated photographs’ in the ‘latest style’
with musical accompaniment provided by Miss Needle, an amateur
pianist (Madras Mail, 1 March 1898). Being located in a Protestant
educational institution dominated by Anglo-Indians, the shows
were clearly aimed at their students and attendance would have
been largely limited to their community. The ticket prices were
comparatively inexpensive at 1 rupee for general admission and
half price, 8 annas, for all schoolboys and girls.
The Doveton College continued to serve as a sporadic venue for
touring cinema companies into the 1910s. But in keeping with my
focus in this article I will describe the shows that took place in
early January 1902 when the American Novelty Company set up
in a big schoolroom at Doveton College. The proprietors of the
show, Fitzpatrick and Daley, used what they advertised as a
Vitascope Machine, which was at that time the well-known brand
name of Edison’s film projector. They projected hand cranked
‘living pictures’ on to the screen by means of an oxy-hydrogen lime
light lantern of 2000 candlepower. The film performance began at
8:30 and lasted for two hours and consisted of ‘30 beautifully
animated subjects’. The self-identified American showmen using
their American branded Edison equipment opened their show with
what were in the British Empire highly patriotic films depicting
the funeral procession of ‘Her late Majesty the Queen-Empress’
Victoria followed by ‘the joyful scene of the first official visit of
Their Majesties the King and Queen to the Houses of Parliament’
(The Madras Mail, 9 January 1902). However, the main feature of
the film show was ‘the great passion play of Oberammergau’ in
thirteen parts. Undoubtedly this theme conferred an appropriately
religious tone for the evening at the Anglican school and, perhaps,
suggests how these exhibitors were recruited for performing at
Doveton. Regardless of whatever religious affiliations the exhibitors
may have had, these kinds of Christian films were, of course, part
of an important part of the early film trade. At the turn of the 20th
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century films depicting the sufferings of Christ from the Last Supper
through his death provided exhibitors world over one of their most
vibrant and popular genres (Musser 1996: 44). During the first
decade of moving pictures in Madras these kinds of films were
frequently screened in the city. Embedded within the specific
institutional context of Doveton College, both the patriotic and
religious films would have worked especially well together as a
form of moral education.
In addition to the Christian and patriotic content of the films,
the American Novelty Company offered another important
technological attraction that was well suited to the educational
context of Doveton College. Showcasing what was advertised as
another ‘marvelous product of Edison’s inventive genius’, the
exhibitors demonstrated a supersized phonograph called a
Magnophone. This device was described in the newspaper reviews
as ‘a gigantic species of a Grand Concert Phonograph’ of which
they played 12 different Edison records during the intervals between
the ‘lantern pictures’ each night. Fitzpatrick and Daley greatly
enhanced this ‘demonstration’ of the still novel sound recording
technology by making several live recordings in the hall and
immediately reproduced them for the highly amused audience (The
Madras Mail, 9 January 1902). A review of these Doveton College
shows devoted more attention and praise upon the sound recordings
than on the cinema:
The selections on the magnophone were decidedly good,
the banjo, xylophone and concertina solos being particularly
effective. ‘Family Jars’ a dialogue between a waiting wife
and a late husband was extremely humorous. After the
performance several gentleman and some ladies spoke or
sang into the instruments, their sayings and songs being
reproduced. (Madras Mail, 10 January 1902).
The school context of these shows helped to elevate this obvious
linkage between technology and entertainment to the status of
education. The explicit use of the term ‘demonstration’ for staging
this kind of entertainment was a telling indication of the educative
intent of these Doveton shows.
As with the other Doveton performances these shows would
have certainly attracted students and the larger school community
in what was at the time a quiet suburban location. For example
the tickets were only available in advance at the Vepery Branch of
W. E. Smith & Co., a chemist shop (The Madras Mail, 8 January
1902). This location would have effectively limited advance tickets
sales to those who lived locally or were able and especially motivated
to go far out of their way to obtain them. Certainly Doveton did
not otherwise host other touring commercial entertainments. In
contrast to other commercial entertainment companies, they were
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working an alternative circuit closely associated with Anglican
Christian institutions. So in this sense these shows would not have
drawn attention so much from the Madras public at large, but
from a more localized community. In contrast to the variety
entertainment circuit, these early shows in Madras worked to align
film with the established institutions of church and education and
associate their use with charity and instruction.
The Old Bullet Factory
The predominantly European high-class orientation of the early
touring film shows in Madras would have provided the initial
setting within which Indians would have experienced film shows.
We can be certain that there would have been Indians in
attendance at every of the film shows discussed in this chapter. So
that even though Europeans figured most prominently as preferred
audiences, film exhibitors catered to select Indian audiences
consisting mostly of those from elite, English-educated and wealthy
professional and merchant classes. And while we can be sure that
film exhibitors would have been happy to welcome any Indian
willing to purchase a ticket, there is nothing to suggest that during
the first decade of the century exhibitors made a sustained or
successful effort to cultivate Indians as their main patrons in
Madras. However, there is some evidence that Indian audiences
were in small ways also being recognized as a potentially important
part of the film going public as early as 1902.
The American Novelty Company, which had just finished their
run at Doveton College (discussed above) and had targeted their
shows at the Eurasian community in Vepery,
stayed on in Madras for a further run of shows.
Rather than choosing the Victoria Public Hall
which had been the preferred choice of other
touring exhibition companies, they chose an
alternative venue in a densely populated Indian
neighborhood. Perhaps, in keeping with the fact
that they were already in an alternative touring
circuit, they chose to hold their shows at the Old
Bullet Factory, which by the end of the 19 th
century had long since ceased manufacturing
ammunition. Located near the Monegar
Choultry, in the north part of Black Town, this
was a somewhat unusual venue for hosting
itinerant entertainments. After lying derelict for
a long time, the building had been refitted and
used as a public hall for a short while at around
the turn of the century. The Bullet Factory Hall
Madras Mail, January 8, 1902
hosted Christian charity events, magic shows
(Madras Times, 3 March 1899: 1) and was home to the ‘Black Town
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Quadrille [a couples dance] Club,’
even while retaining its towering
smokestack
and
godowns
[warehouses] (The Madras Times, 25
December 1897).
Their film shows on 24-25 January
1902 must have been one of the
earliest attempts to explicitly cater to
Indian audiences, though it is also
possible that these shows were also
an extension of their efforts to cater
to Eurasians. The location of the The Bullet Factory. Madras Times,
venue at the northern edge of Black December 25, 1897
Town meant that the well to do European crowd would not have
shown up in any great numbers. The much more likely audiences
would have come from the local Indian inhabitants, who have
included both Hindus and Muslims. There was also a sizable
concentration of Eurasians residing in the nearby area surrounding
the St. Francis Xavier’s Church in Black Town, who might well
have been targeted as potential film-goers.5 In addition to the
locality of the venue, the American Novelty Company set unusually
low ticket prices (Rs. 1 and 8 annas) that would have been much
more affordable than what other exhibitors had been offering. The
other clear indication that these shows were explicitly geared
towards Indian audiences was that they advertised the reserved
accommodation for ‘Native Ladies’ (Madras Mail, 24 January 1902).
Special seating areas for women was not an uncommon marketing
strategy, but the American Novelty Company had not offered or
prominently advertised this at the previous engagement at Doveton
College. At these Old Bullet Factory show women were offered
further encouragement to bring their families with half price tickets
given to children under ten years of age. Taken together these
various factors suggest that this exhibition company had adjusted
their exhibition practices for attracting a different clientele than
frequented the Victoria Public Hall or Doveton College. After these
1902 shows the Old Bullet Factory continued as a marginal film
venue that did not significantly alter the main pattern of film
exhibition in the city during this early period. But nonetheless this
engagement suggests an early willingness to experiment with
cultivating Indian film goers.
1902 in retrospect
These fleeting details about long forgotten film shows open up
new ways of thinking and asking questions about this period. For
my part I am particularly interested in how this newspaper material
allows us to follow up numerous extra-filmic clues about the
audiences and experience of these early film shows in Madras. By
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way of conclusion I would like to highlight two out of many other
potential ways these newspaper sources help us more concretely
understand early film goers and their experiences.
Firstly the 1902 materials offer us some tangible evidence of how
early film exhibitors’ promotional practices sought to cultivate filmgoing habits. While ticket pricing is clearly an important indicator
of the general economic class of early film audiences, the
promotional efforts suggest a wider range and further refinement
in the constituent social differentiations amongst potential filmgoers. Early exhibitors experimented with numerous promotional
tactics that reached out to a variety of niche audiences such as
soldiers in uniform, Christians, women and children. Along with
the content of their film and entertainment programs these
promotional activities served as an important tool for exhibitors to
shape their mode of public address. One of the best examples of
this was the manner in which nearly all touring film exhibitors of
1902 singled out soldiers as an important constituency for their
entertainment. The city was the headquarters of the Eastern
Division of the Madras Army, which kept a garrison about 3,000
men, of whom about one-third were European (South Indian
Railway Company, 1900: 159). Within the colonial class structure
of Madras, soldiers were the closest to forming a British working
class. During this early period, the vast majority of exhibitors offered
half-price tickets to soldiers in uniform for all seating classes with
the occasional exception for the least expensive tickets. This
concession emphasized the exhibitors’ loyalty and patriotism for
British India and would have been an easy way to generate official
good will and better public relations. It is doubtful that this
marketing strategy, however, would have significantly cut into the
exhibitor’s revenue since British soldiers in Madras would have
only been a minor percentage of the larger European community
for which early cinema shows primarily catered. However, for my
argument, the significance of these ticket concessions for soldiers
is that they provide substantial evidence of a differentiated niche
audience constituency among Madras film goers. The consistency
of the offer for half priced tickets to soldiers in uniform across the
early decades of cinema in south India must have had some bearing
on the cultivation of film going habits amongst Indian military
personal. The reduced prices certainly would have made it
affordable for Indian soldiers and would have worked to encourage
their attendance at film shows. Especially for this early period
before exhibitors could rely upon purpose built permanent venues
to accommodate their shows within the context of neighborhoods
and transportation connections, these kinds of promotional practices
used to encourage the attendance of particular audience segments
constituted a relatively important means early exhibitors had to
shape their market.
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Another distinctive feature about the shows during 1902 that
emerges from the newspaper materials was that over and above
the film content of any given show, one of the main attractions on
offer was the conspicuous display of new technological devices.
This emphasis on the spectacle of technology as a form of
entertainment is in part evidenced by the variety of the names
associated with the motion picture shows that visited Madras.
During the first decade of the 20th century touring cinema companies
chose names that explicitly referred to the various technological
devices used for projection. From the examples already covered in
this essay, early exhibition companies came to Madras with names
that incorporated quasi-scientific terms such as the Cinematograph,
Bioscope, Biograph, Vitoscope, and Vitagraph, all of which named
particular projector models. This list of names also signifies the
impressively wide range of different machines each of which would
have produced their own distinctive projection effects. In this early
period, before any cinematograph legislation was in place to
regulate public safety, projectors were not hidden away in separate
rooms or boxes cut off from the auditorium space. Instead, they
were placed in the center isle where everyone attending the film
show could interactively see the projector and how it was being
operated. The presence of the apparatus was further heightened
by its mechanical noises of a motor and shutter. Also since electricity
was not generally used to power the light source for these early
projectors in Madras, exhibitors used various kinds of limelight
burners. These were frequently listed in advertisements as an
attraction in their own right with scientific sounding names such
as ‘the Oxy-Hydrogen Lime Light lantern of 2000 candlepower’ or
‘the Hydro-Carbon Limelight 3000 Candle power’. Within the
performance space of an early film show the limelight illumination
added a conspicuous presence with its sputtering glow, radiant
heat and flickering beam of light. Taken together the display of
cinema technology was clearly a key part of commercial exhibition
strategy, constituting a mode of public address, which significantly
shaped how audiences experienced the medium.
As the long list of different names of film technologies mentioned
above suggest, there was no single term had yet to emerge as the
definitive name for the new medium. During this early period films
were surrounded by a great deal of what the film historian Yuri
Tsivian has called ‘lexical ambivalence’ (1994: 21). When what I
am now retrospectively referring to as film shows or motion pictures
arrived in Madras they did so in a cloud of swirling lexical
alternatives, which can be read as a combination of confusion,
marketing hype and a playful inventiveness amongst exhibitors,
reviewers and the public alike. The 1902 examples demonstrate
how, in addition to the list of technical terms, there were also a
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wide variety of other names people in Madras used for film shows,
such as lantern pictures, shadow show, animated photographs,
magic lantern, lantern pictures, living pictures and grand
exhibition. This list suggests another set of coordinates that relate
to how those in Madras understood to the new medium in terms
of other older media practices. To complicate things further
exhibition companies used another set of terms such as, American,
Royal, Novelty, London and Edison to signify authenticity and
excellence as well as distinguish their own products from their
competitors. For my argument, this lexical range is indicative of
the various templates used to configure the relationships between
exhibitors, films and their audiences. Each name carried its own
set of connotations that help us understand how exhibitors were
trying to sell their shows, how they thought audiences would want
to experience films and how the film-going public made sense of
the new medium.
One of the historical and archival challenges in researching early
film is that it was always part of something else, appearing
alongside other kinds of entertainment, packaged along with a
cluster of other technological innovations and hosted within
borrowed institutional settings. Film historians need to expand their
horizon in order to understand and theorize the radical alterity of
early cinema compared to what later develops as the mainstream
culture of cinema in India. In this regard a renewed commitment
to more archival research is necessary. A close examination of
scattered scraps of newspaper reporting in this essay has produced
considerable detail about the range of film shows available to film
goers in Madras during 1902. We get a brief glimpse of widely
traveled exhibitors who screened globally circulated films that
brought a wider world to local film goers. Yet this exercise is on its
own only a small beginning that must wait for more research to
allow us to relate this material within a broader historiography of
early film in both India and the wider world.
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